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   Abstract 

          Some physics researchers retrieve EAST experiment data using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) in 
a wireleslocal area network (WLAN). TCP is the most commonly usedtransport control protocol. It assumes that 
every packet loss iscaused by network congestion and invokes congestion control andavoidance. TCP’s blind 
congestion control results in degradedperformance in lossy wireless networks. In a wireless network,mobile hosts 
have first-hand knowledge of the lossywireless links;herefore, mobile stations can make better transmission 
controlbased on the known status of wireless link. In this paper, we pro-posed a new mobile-host-centric transport 
protocol (MCP) thatintegrates the characteristics of sender-centric and receiver-cen-tric transport control schemes. 
MCP shifts most control policiesto the mobile host side. The general behavior of MCP is similar to the TCP, but by 
utilizing the local information collecting fromthe mobile node in WLAN, MCP allows for better congestion control 
and loss recovery. Specifically, we designed a cross-layerimplementation of MCP and ran it on NS-2 network 
simulator. With valuable Medium Access Control (MAC) layer feedbackinformation, MCP is able to distinguish 
packet loss caused by wireless random errors from network congestion more clearly and can perform a more 
accurate congestion control. We did extensive simulations of MCP on various WLAN scenarios, and the results 
show that the throughput of MCP with cross-layer feedback is higher than that of TCP Reno and Westwood. 
 
Index Terms—Information rates, Traffic control, Transport protocols, Wireless LAN. 
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
          AT the Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Science (ASIPP), the Experimental Advanced 
Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) commenced operation on September 26, 2006 [1]. A computer system, i.e., the 
EAST data system [2], is designed to support the physics research activities by pro-viding diagnostic data 
acquisition and data analysis. A simplified block diagram of the EAST data system is shown in Fig. 1.The system is 
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a distributed computer system with a high degree of modularity and capability for autonomous operation. Some 
physics researchers retrieve EAST experiment data using the transport protocol, i.e., the Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) in wireless local area networks (WLANs). They are un-happy that TCP performance in WLAN 
suffers from significant throughput degradation and very high interactive delays. In addition, there is an increasing 
interest and demand for accessing Internet through high bandwidth wireless networks anytime and anywhere. Thus, 
a high-performance transport protocol is indis-pensable. TCP is the most popular reliable transport protocol used 
over the Internet, which accounts for about 90% of all In-ternet traffic. It uses packet loss as a sign of network 
congestion and reduces the congestion window upon timeout or receiving three duplicate acknowledges (ACKs), 
which is the indication of a packet loss. This strategy works well in a traditional wired network. However, because 
wireless transmission suffers from a high link error rate, fading, and interference, packet loss may be caused by 
wireless transmission problems and is no longer an appropriate indication for network congestion. Therefore, TCP  
may reduce its congestion window unnecessarily, which results in poor performance of wireless networks.Ever since 
the problem of TCP’s poor performance under high link error rate environment was pointed out, numerous solutions 
have been proposed to deal with it. These approaches can be classified into several different categories [3]: end-to-
en [4], [5], link-layer [6], [7] and split-connection [8], [9] schemes. End-to-end schemes mainly make changes on 
the end hosts without involving network routers. Reference [4] proposed a new version of TCP called TCP 
Westwood, which is an end-to-end transport layer solution that uses the arrival rate of ACK to estimate bandwidth 
and then properly set the congestion window when three duplicate ACKs are received according to the bandwidth 
estimation. Reception Control Protocol (RCP) [5] is another end-to-end method; instead of traditional sender-centric 
control, RCP applies a receiver-centric control mechanism at the mobile receiver host that is adjacent to the wireless 
link, and RCP allows better loss recovery, congestion control, and power management mechanisms compared to 
TCP. However, the authors only focus on a scenario where mobile hosts act as receivers for data sent from servers in 
the backbone network. They did not give a method that can directly use the information from wireless links. Link-
layer schemes involve error correction and retransmission of loss packet at the link layer. AIRMAIL [6] established 
reliability by a combination of automatic repeat request and forward error correction. TULIP [7] is able to maintain 
local recovery of all lost packets at the wireless link. In the split-connection scheme, one connection is separated 
into two at the AP or base station (one from the wired sender to the base station and the other from the base station 
to the mobile node), such as I-TCP [8] and M-TCP [9]. Generally, 
standard TCP is utilized in the connection from wired hosts 
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Fig. 1. EAST data system at the Institute of Plasma Physics. 
 
A. Styles of Data Transmission to the base station, and specific protocols for the wireless part are adopted, but the 
split-connection scheme involves function changes at AP, which gives the AP a heavy burden when the number of 
connections increases  In this paper, we proposed and presented a new transport protocol called mobile-host-centric 
transport protocol (MCP). MCP is an integrated transport-layer solution that covers all cases (mobile host is a sender 
or receiver). Its main idea is to let the wireless mobile stations control the whole data transmission process and make 
use of other available local information besides packet loss. Compared to traditional TCP protocol withsender-
centric control, our method utilizes both sender-centric control and receiver-centric control, depending on whether 
thewireless node is a sender or a receiver, respectively. We have already proved the feasibility of MCP in our 
previous work [10].At present, we mainly focus our efforts onimproving the performance of MCP under WLANs 
using the cross-layer method. AnIEEE 802.11-based WLAN [11] is composed of an access point (AP) and multiple 
wireless stations (WSs) associated with the AP. All communication has to go through the AP. In WLANs, mobile 
stations are normally clients, and servers are in wired networks. A mobile station could be a sender or a receiver for 
each transport flow. Since the wireless mobile host is adjacent to the wireless hops, it is obviously better equipped to 
obtain first- hand knowledge of the wireless links. Moreover, MCP shifts all transport layer control policies to the 
mobile host side under all cases (mobile host is a sender or receiver). Therefore, WSs can make better transport layer 
control in time based on the condition of wireless links. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, 
we present details of MCP protocol. The cross-layer method to improve MCP in WLAN is described in Section III. 
Section IV evaluates the performance of MCP and compares it with TCP Reno [12] and TCP Westwood [4]. We 
make our conclusion anddiscuss future work in Section V. 
                                                                                  
             II. MCP Protocol 
  
        In this section, we present the details of preliminary MCP, including styles of data transmission, connection 
management, and transmission control. The general idea of MCP is to use the mobile nodes to perform flow, 
reliability, and congestion control. If a mobile node is a sender, sender-centric control is adopted and MCP is the 
same as TCP; otherwise, receiver-centric control is performed. In the next section, we will describe across-layer 
method basing on this MCP. 
   When a mobile station is the sender, sender-centric control and the corresponding DATA-ACK transmission style 
is adopted; when a mobile station is the receiver, receiver-centric control and REQ-DATA transmission style will be 
used. In the latter scheme, receivers could take actions by sending RE packets to the sender to request sending data 
packets. Then, it waits for the arrival of data. Additionally, the receiver can send REQ either in a cumulative mode 
to request data segments up to that sequence number or in a pull mode to request a certain single data segment. 
 
B. Connection Management 
                             
 Before transmitting data a connection between the source and the destination needs to be established. The process 
of establishing a connection in MCP is similar to that in TCP. Connections are established in MCP also by means of 
a three-way handshake. The difference is that if the mobile station is the receiver, it should tell the sender to use 
receiver centric control mechanism. After a connection is established, the mobile station always acts first by sending 
a packet (a data packet if it is the sender or a REQ packet if it is the receiver). 
                       After successful transmission of all the data segments, the connection used for this transmission 
should be released. Normally, four segments are needed to release a MCP connection,one FIN, and one ACK for 
each direction. 
 
C. Flow Control 
 
   MCP flow control includes two tasks. One is to eliminate the possibility of the sender overflowing the receiver’s 
buffer. The other is to prevent the receiver from requesting too fast and overflowing the sender’s buffer. When the 
mobile station is a sender, the whole flow control is similar to TCP. When the mobile station is a receiver, it can 
learn of the buffer space information locally and will not request more data than it can handle. Meantime, it should 
also maintain a flow control window that the sender advertised to learn the buffer capacity of the sender. By always 
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maintaining the advertised flow control window at the mobile station, MCP limits its sending (sender-centric) or 
requesting (receiver- centric) rate within the buffer capacity of both the sender and the receiver. 
 
D. Reliability Control 
 
Reliability control aims to provide a reliable data transmission in sequence and without corruption, gaps or 
duplication.It is responsible for sequencing received data packets, retransmitting loss packets and preventing 
corruption of a connection by setting a retransmission timer. As for the timer management, we utilized the 
recommended procedures in [13]. When the mobile station is the sender, just like TCP, most of above functions are 
implemented at the sender. When the mobile station is the receiver, we adopt receiver-centric control and implement 
reliability control component mainly at the receiver. A retransmission timer is set when a REQ is sent. If the 
requested data segment is received before the timer expires, the timer is stopped.Otherwise, the timer expires and a 
corresponding REQ in pull mode is sent to request the retransmission of that segment, and if three out-of-order data 
segments are received, another REQ in pull mode is send to request the next expected data segment. Finally, all the 
received data segments are sequenced at the receiver and transmitted to the upper layer. 
 
E. Congestion Control 
 
Congestion control is responsible for dealing with congestion, which builds up when the load offered to any network 
is more than it can handle. Similar to TCP, MCP attempts to achieve this goal by dynamically manipulating the 
congestion window according to a series of algorithms, such as slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit, and 
fast recovery. It is different from TCP: MCP always puts the congestion window in the mobile host for all cases 
When the mobile host is a sender, MCP uses ACKs to trigger its increase in congestion 
controlwindow;whenthemobilehostisareceiver,MCPusesdata packets to trigger the increase of the congestion control 
window. Therefore, just like TCP, MCP is also self-clocking. Taking the flow control that we explained in the 
subsection C and congestion control together into consideration, MCP governs the transmission rate by sending 
(sender-centric) or requesting (receiver-centric) within the minimum of the congestion control window andthe flow 
control window. In MCP, the identification of the packet loss is as follows. On one side, when the mobile station is 
the sender, MCP still uses three duplicated ACKs as an indication of packet loss. On the other side, when the mobile 
station is the receiver, MCP considers the reception of three out-of-order data packets as a sign of packet loss. 
Specifically, the receiver records the sequence number of the next expected data packet. If it receives three packets 
whose sequence numbers are not the expected one, the data packet with the expected sequence number is considered 
to be lost. In other words, if the receiver receives three data packets that it requested later than the data packet with 
sequence number packet is assumed to be lost. 
                                     However, it is different from TCP: MCP does not treat every packet loss as network 
congestion. As the mobile station is adjacent to the wireless hops, it is easy for it to use a cross-layer scheme to 
distinguish the causes of losses and take appropriate actions. If the packets were lost due to the network 
congestion,it will make the sender decrease the sending rate and retransmit these packets. If packets were lost due to 
wireless link characters, it will make the sender retransmit these packets without decrease the sending rate. 
Moreover, while any intelligence added to sender-centric approaches requires modification on both sender (for 
reaction) and receiver (for feedback), the MCP as a mobile-centric approach involves only cross-layer modification 
on the mobile host. The fix host that is not in charge of loss recovery does not need to be aware of the characteristics 
ofthe wireless link. We will explain the details in the next section. 
 
III. Cross-Layer Scheme 
 
   In this section, we describe a cross-layer scheme applied to MCP congestion control in order to improve its 
performance under WLAN. Since there is only one hop wireless link in WLAN, either the AP or the wireless nodes 
can learn whether a data packet is lost because of wireless transmission problems, which is vital information to 
distinguish wired congestion loss from wireless transmission loss. In the cross-layer scheme, the wireless loss at 
MAC (Medium Access Control) layer is recorded and the information about wireless loss is transferred to MCP 
control part. Thus, the MCP control part can make use of this information to adjust its congestion control. 
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A. MAC Message Feedback 
The IEEE 802.11 standard provides detailed MAC and PHYSICAL(PHY) layer specification for WLANs [11]. In 
802.11 MAC protocol, ACK is normally required for transmitting every data frame. If no ACK is received after 
transmitting a data frame, retransmission will be activated. Moreover, the protocol also prescribes the time of 
retransmission. If a data frame fails to be transmitted within that time, it will be dropped directly without noticing 
the upper layer. Because those packet drops are caused by unreliable wireless links rather than network congestion, a 
notice should be sent to the transport layer so that the transport layer is able to distinguish congestion loss from loss 
that caused by wireless reason. We made the following changes at the MAC layer. When packet is already 
transmitted for the prescribedtime and does not have its ACK at the MAC layer, a new special packet corresponding 
to is generated at the MAC layer,which includes the transport layer information of , such as the sequence number. 
This special packet is then treated as a new received packet and is delivered to the upper layer. Finally, packet is 
dropped at the MAC layer. When the mobile station is the sender, the MAC feedback indicates that a data packet is 
dropped at the MAC layer. While the mobile station is the receiver, the MAC feedback indicates that a REQ packet 
is dropped at the MAC layer. 
 

B. New Congestion Control Algorithm 
1) Mobile Station as Sender: When the mobile station is the sender, sender control is used. Since the mobile station 
is the sender, the MAC feedback information reflects data packet loss. Whenever a MAC feedback is received, the 
sequence number of the loss data is recorded if this number is not in former records. Retransmission of the 
respective data packet is then made. Later, when the three duplicate ACKs of that data packet are received, we will 
not reduce the congestion window. The detail can be described as following pseudo codes. 
 
if (MAC feedback is received) 
 
/* in order to save time, we retransmit the packet right 
now*/ 
/* in order to save time, we retransmit the packet right 
now*/ 
RetransmitPacket (seqno); 
end if 
/* checked out whether the packet is recorded */ 
if (wireless_loss_record (seqno) = = false) 
Record_packet (seqno); 
end if 
if (new ACK is received) 
/* check out whether the packet information was on 
record */ 
if (wireless_loss_record (seqno) = = true) 
/* packet on record retransmitted successfully we 
should clean the record board */ 
clean_record (seqno); 
end if 
end if 
if (3 duplicate ACKs are received) 
/* check the record board whether the packet lost because 
of wireless reasons */ 
if (wireless_loss_record (seqno) = = true) 
/* packet loss because of wireless reasons, do not 
decrease the congestion window */ 
else 
end if 
/* follow the original operation in TCP Reno: 
retransmit loss packet and decrease the congestion 
window*/ 
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  2) Mobile Station as Receiver:  
When the mobile station is the receiver, receiver control is used and the MAC feedback reflects REQ packet loss. 
Though we cannot tell the loss reason or a specific data packet, we believe that estimating different  data loss from 
the REQ loss will make sense to some degree. In WLAN, base station and wireless nodes are in the same 
competitive position. If the loss occurred to REQ at wireless nodes,data from the wired part may also be lost at the 
base station. In addition, from time perspective, if in a certain period REQ is lost frequently, which shows the 
overall quality wireless link is bad, data will be lost more frequently as well. Therefore, we have reasons to believe 
that the loss probability of data and REQ is basically the same, or data packet is even more vulnerable to loss due to 
its relative large size. Therefore, in general, our method to be described later, will fix inappropriate reductions of the 
congestion window as much as possible although our method is unable to discriminate which data packet is lost due 
to wireless reasons. 
                          We use two variables ls_c (loss_count) and ls_r (loss_retransmit) to record the MAC feedback 
information. If MCP receives a MAC layer feedback, both variables increase by one. The ls_c is used to record the 
number of packets lost at the MAC layer to avoid unnecessary reduction of the congestion window. The ls_r is used 
to record more than one DATA loss before the previous DATA loss is recovered successfully. It is used to 
estimatethe time points to retransmit packets in order to prevent unnecessary timeout caused by packet loss at the 
MAC layer. After fast retransmission of a REQ for a lost data packet and before the specifically required lost data 
packet correctly received, if another REQ is lost again due to wireless unreliability, it will probably cause timeout. 
Thus another force retransmission REQ should be sent. Our cross-layer method mainly improves the response of 
receiving three disordered data packets. The pseudo-specific processes are as follows: 
 
if (3 out-of-order DATA are received) 
/* send pull REQ to request loss data segment. 
Send_REQ function accepts two parameters: the first one is the requested sequence number; the second one is 
used to indicate the REQ mode (cumulative or pull), and 1 represents pull mode */ 
Send_REQ (seq_drop, 1); 
 
/* if loss is caused by wireless reasons, do not reduce congestion window; otherwise, reduce window and threshold 
*/ 
 
if (ls_c > 0) 
ls_c = ls_c -1; 
ls_r = 0; 
else 
Decrease_window (); 
end if 
end if 
 
SHU et al.: MOBILE-HOST-CENTRIC TRANSPORT PROTOCOL 

 
                                                      Fig. 2. Three nodes scenario. 
 
if (more than 3 out-of-order DATA are received) 
/* if loss occurs again before fast recovery is completed, in order to avoid timeout event, send pull REQ to request 
the next expected data segment */ 
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if (ls_r > 0) 
Send_REQ (seq_max_rec, 1); 
ls_r = ls_r - 1; 
else 
end if 
end if 
/* Follow the original operation */ 
IV. MCP Performance 
 
   In this section, we provide the preliminary results regarding the performance behavior of MCP. All simulations 
presented in this paper were run using the packet-level network simulator NS-2 [14]. In order to compare directly, 
TCP, TCP Westwood,[4] and MCP are all in the Reno version [12]. Moreover, ordi- nary receivers without delayed 
ACKs are used. 
 

A. Single Flow Scenario 
 

   Fig. 2 shows a typical WLAN topology, with a 100-Mb/s link from the wired node N to AP and the wired link 
propagation delay is assumed to be 45 ms to represent a typical wired net- work environment. The wireless portion 
of the network is an 11 Mb/s 802.11b wireless link from AP to wireless node W. Errors are assumed to occur in both 
directions of the wireless link and the packet error rate ranges from 0 to 10% when we run the NS-2 simulation.  We 
have simulated one upload flow (from W to N) and one download flow (from N to W) separately. The throughput of 
upload flow and download flow against the packet error rate is presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. We 
compared the throughput of TCP Reno, TCP Westwood, and MCP. The throughput of all these protocols decreases 
as the packet error rate increases. Note that the throughput of TCP Reno decreases quite significantly as the packet 
error rate becomes higher. In WLANs, the packets were lost due to the network congestion and wireless link 
characters, but TCP Reno treats every packet loss as network congestion. Since a mechanism to deal with packet 
loss caused by wireless reasons is added to both Westwood and MCP, the throughput of Westwood and MCP 
decreases relatively slowly compared to that of TCP Reno. 

                                     
 

Fig. 3. Throughput of one upload flow 
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Fig. 4. Throughput of  one download flow. 
 
 

Moreover, the results show MCP gains a lot over Reno and Westwood, especially in the upload scenario. Both the 
upload and download throughput of MCP is much more than that of Reno and Westwood when the packet error rate 
is low. As the packet error rate is increased, the upload throughput of MCP is still obviously higher than that of the 
other two protocols; the download throughput of MCP is higher than that of Reno and at least no less than that of 
Westwood. 
 

B. Multiflow Scenario 
 

In this scenario, we assumed a more complex configuration and traffic flows. The topology is given in Fig. 5. N1 
through N5 represent the wired end user nodes, W1 through W5 represent the wireless end nodes, and N6 through 
N14 represent the wired routers. N1 through N5 have peer-wise connections with N6, with equal bandwidth 100-
Mb/s and 5-ms delay. A single-link connection is assumed from N6 towards N14 through N7, N8,, N13. Except for 
the wired link between N9 and N10, which possesses a bandwidth of 1-Gb/s and 100-ms delay, all the remaining 
wired links between peers are of bandwidth 100 Mb/s and 10-ms delay. N14 connects towards AP, with 100-Mb/s 
bandwidth and 5-ms delay. Five wireless nodes W1 to W5 communicate with AP through an 802.11b 11-Mb/s 
channel. Five FTP flows are launched between N1 and W1, N2 and W2, ,N5 and W5, which could be either the 
download flows from the wired node to the wireless node, or the upload flows in the opposite direction. However, 
during each round of simulation, we assume only one directional flows exist in the network 
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Fig. 5. Multiflow scenario.                        Fig. 6. Total throughput of five upload flows. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7. Total throughput of five download flows.                             Fig. 8. One upload and one download flow scenari 

    
wired node to the wireless node, or the upload flows in the opposite direction. However, during each round of 
simulation, we assume only one directional flows exist in the network. We record the end-to-end throughput of each 
flow and plot the total throughput of the five flows against the packet error rate on Figs. 6 and 7. The results (see 
Figs. 6 and 7) are similar to those of the 1 flow scenario (see Figs. 3 and 4), which also verifies that MCP can be 
generalized to more complex scenario. MCP provides higher throughput than TCP Reno and Westwood, especially 
in the upload flow scenario where data packet loss caused by wireless reasons can be correctly discovered by our 
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cross-layer method. In addition, the total throughput of fiveflows is relative higher than that of one flow, because five 
flowscan make use of the wireless channel more efficiently. In the 1flow scenario, if the transmission is interrupted 
by a packet losscaused by wireless reasons, the inappropriate congestion control at the transport layer slows down 
the transmission rate. Then, even if there is still available bandwidth at the wireless link, which is the bottleneck of 
the whole transmission route from the source to the destination, the transmission will not make use of the rest of the 
available bandwidth. However, in the five flows scenario, even if some of the five flows may be interrupted by 
packet losses caused by wireless reasons, the rest of the uninter- rupted flows can still utilize the available wireless 
bandwidth. 
 
 

C. Coexistence of Upload and Download Flows 
 
From the above simulations, we can see an obvious improvement on end-to-end throughput that MCP provides 
when there are only upload and only download flows. In this section, we show that MCP works well under the 
coexistence of both upload and download flows. The simulation topology is given in Fig. 8, which is similar to the 
former simulation of five flows in Fig. 5. N1 and N2 represent the wired end user nodes, W1 and W2 represent the 
wireless end nodes, and N6 through N14 represent the wired routers. In this case, there are only two wired end nodes 
N1 and N2 connected to N6 and two wireless end nodes W1 and W2. 1 upload FTP flow from the W1 to N1 and 1 
download FTP flow from N2 to W2 were simulated simultaneously. The results in Figs. 9 and 10 show that the 
throughput of MCP is higher than that of TCP Reno and Westwood, especially the throughput of the upload flow. 
When the packet error rate is between 0 and 4%, the throughput of Westwood decreases the most slowly. However, 
MCP still provides higher throughput than Westwood no matter in the upload flow scenario or in the download flow 
scenario. As the packet error rate increases, the throughput of MCP decreases as slowly as that of Westwood. The 
two protocols provide very similar throughput in the download flows scenario and MCP still has higherthroughput in 
the upload flows scenario. When MCP is compared with Reno, the throughput of MCP is always higher than that of 
Reno under 

 
 

Fig. 9. Throughput of one upload flow 
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Fig.10.Throughputofonedownloadflow 

 
Fig. 11. Throughput of one upload flow (experiment 

 
 
all packet error rates. As the packet error rate increases, the relative performance gain first increases to a high point 
and then decreases. MCP gains up to 700% over Reno in the upload flow scenario and 147% over Reno in the 
download scenario. 
                     On the other hand, a test version of MCP has been implemented on Linux. The Linux kernel and 
Prism2 wireless card driver in the mobile end systems are modified to implement the MCP cross-layer scheme. We 
designed a Cross-layer-Agent module to get the cross-layer feedback information (PACKET-DELIVERED or 
PACKET-UNDELI VERED) from the MAC layer and transfer it to the MCP layer. The PACKET-DELIV-ERED 
and PACKET-UNDELIVERED represent the successful and unsuccessful transmission of a data frame on the MAC 
layer, respectively. The experiments are based on the typical WLAN topology in Fig. 2 also. The throughput of 
upload flow against the packet error rate is presented in Fig. 11. The preliminary result in Fig. 11 shows that MCP 
has considerable throughput gains over TCP Reno. 
 
V. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, we have proposed and presented the MCP scheme, which is a new transport protocol that integrates the 
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characteristics of sender-  centric and receiver - centric transport lossy wireless links, a cross-layer implementation 
of MCP has been designed and implemented on NS-2 network simulator [14]. Especially, we used cross-layer 
feedback information to improve MCP congestion control and thus achieve better performance in WLANs. 
Numerous simulations were done to test MCP performance. The results show that the throughput of all protocols in 
all scenarios decreases like exponential decaying as the packet error rate increases. The throughput of MCP 
decreases relatively slowly compared to that of TCP Reno and Westwood. MCP has considerable throughput gains 
over TCP Reno and Westwood in WLAN environment. A test version of MCP has been implemented on Linux, and 
the preliminary result shows that MCP also has considerable throughput gains 
over TCP Reno. 
                              At present, the implementation of MCP uses only the MAC layer feedback information 
distinguish packet losses cause by wireless links from those caused by network congestion and refuses to decrease 
its congestion window when a packet loss is indicated by the receipt of a triple duplicate ACK. Since the packet loss 
caused by wireless reasons also results in timeout events, in the future, MCP should also treat the timeout events 
more properly. In the future, applying MCP with cross-layer method to wireless multi-hop mesh networks deserves 
more investigation. Moreover, what MAC information should be fed back to the upper layer and how to make better 
use of it still need further study. The MCP could co-exist with other TCP versions such as TCP Tahoe, TCP Reno, 
and TCP New Reno as a new option. Future layer control schemes. For improving the MCP performance in work 
includes improving the Linux-based MCP version, implementing a Windows-based MCP version and making 
physics researchers more happy to retrieve EAST experiment data in wireless local area networks (WLANs).  
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